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design-wise, the ml360p continues with the tried-and-true master liquid design. the silver edition has
the same height as the ml360r, but the silver edition is only slightly wider. the aluminum fins on the
case are 4mm thick, and have a pattern of concentric circles. the fins are painted silver, except for
the center fin where it is left white. as you can see, the fins are very thin and aren't made of more

than one piece of metal. this is one of the signs that the master liquid is a well designed liquid
cooler. looking at the master liquid ml360p silver edition, you will notice two big differentiations from
the rest of the master liquid lineup. first, the fins on the ml360p have a unique shape, being concave
in the back. this convex shape provides more air movement than the standard ml360r, which has a
flat back. second, the ml360p comes with a 3×120mm fan module. the ml360r has a 2×120mm fan
module. the 3×120mm fan module is twice as big, but much more efficient. in fact, cooler master

claims that the ml360p is so efficient, it will provide enough cooling to an i7 cpu (non-k). the master
liquid ml360p silver edition comes with two fans, a 120mm front fan and a rear 120mm fan. the front
fan has the same dimensions as the ml360r, with a diameter of 120mm and a height of 50mm. the

fan blades are also made of pwm black aluminum. it is compatible with both pwm and 4-pin fans. the
fan blades are attached to a plastic fan frame, which is attached to the liquid cooler and the

motherboard. like on the ml360r, the fan on the front side is controlled by the master liquid system.
the rear fan is controlled by the motherboard.
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the master liquid ml360p silver edition comes with a single 1.5-inch pwm fan header. the fan can run
at speeds from 1000 to 1500 rpm. as for the voltage range, it will only go up to 12v. the fans are also

designed to cool only a single slot of the motherboard, although it is possible to run two fans in
parallel. the fan has a black and silver brushed aluminum finish. as far as software is concerned, the

ti-84 plus silver edition comes with a generous supply of id card software options and data
management features. all the software options are well organized and easy to navigate. there are
two options to choose from in the software: starter and silver. while both versions provide a similar

feature set, the starter edition is best suited for students and middle-school students. if you are
looking to print 1d barcodes and images, you will need to upgrade to the silver edition. when it
comes to cooling, the cooler master master liquid ml360p silver edition is the most capable and
efficient on the planet. with over a decade of experience, cooler master has become the leading

enthusiast-grade pc hardware component supplier. their sleek and well-thought-out designs, superb
build quality, and efficient performance make them a great fit for any computer system. this liquid

cpu cooler (also available in white color) is a radiator fan unit with copper base plate to cool the cpu,
fan is included. liquid cooler comes with fan that is 160mm large and have 40mm pwm fan speed
controller. if your fan is damaged, contact the customer service with at least 12 months from the

order date. 5ec8ef588b
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